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Summary

• Question: What is the pass-through efficiency in European OTC repo market?

• Approach: First to make use of the ECB’s Money Market Statistical
Reporting (MMSR) dataset.

• Key findings:
• European OTC repo market is organized in a core-periphery structure.
• Pass-through of ECB policy rate changes to OTC repo is imperfect.

• Key conclusions:
• Dealers’ market power is the source of imperfect pass-through.
• Centralized exchange and/or RRP can improve pass-through.

• Discussion plan: assumptions behind policy recommendations.
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Recommendation 1: access to ID platform for all

• ECB policy rate pass-through has two steps; both are imperfect:

• DFR (policy) ↓ 1 bps
step 1−−−−→ ID (dealer) rate ↓ ∆.

• ∆ < 1. Competitive inter-dealer but DFR is unsecured and offers no collateral.

• ID (dealer) rate ↓ ∆
step 2−−−−→ OTC (customers) rate ↓ λ∆︸ ︷︷ ︸

focus

.

• λ < 1. OTC modeled as bargaining on an exogenous network.

• Diagnosis: dealer’s θ > 0 is the reason for imperfect pass-through (λ < 1).

• Proposed solution: granting OTC participants access to ID exchange.

• Assumption: OTC customers would like to (threat to) trade with more dealers
but the lack of a centralized exchange makes it too costly.

• Is reducing search friction the key to tilting bargaining powers?
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Network on European OTC repo

• What we know: core-periphery structure.
• Limited number of dealers (38) trading on exchange-like platforms.
• A web of many more customers, most of whom trade with just one dealer.

• What we don’t yet know: the economics that locks customers to a dealer.
• Search friction?
• Relationship value? E.g., different rates reflects “soft-dollar” for other services?

• If relationship value is the reason, then even after gaining access to a
centralized trading platform, customers may still choose to trade with their
one dealer (Allen and Wittwer (2021)).

• The rich data set could shed light on the nature of these relationships.
• E.g., how often do customers trade in OTC repo? If trading occurs frequently,

then the search friction must be enormous to not be easily amortized.
• E.g., customers that have traded with more than one dealer: are they shopping

for best rates or splitting trade to maintain relationship?
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European vs. US repo market
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Recommendation 2: an European RRP

• How does RRP work in the U.S.?
• On Triparty, each lender trades with many dealers simultaneously.

• All lenders lend at the same dealer-specific rate.

• Modeling framework: lenders competitively supply funds to differentiated
dealers; concurrent lending arises from fear over operational risks.

• RRP is a direct competitor to lending to dealers.

• See Huber (2022) for more discussions.

• How would RRP work in Europe?

• Authors: RRP alters lenders’ outside option and thus the surplus in bargaining.

• Assumption: lenders and dealers bargain because of search cost and the RRP is
thus a credible alternative.

• If lenders and dealers bargain because of entranced long-term relationships arisen
from other non-repo services, then RRP may not change relevant outside option.
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Conclusion

• A pioneer in the study of European OTC repo market.
• Maps an opaque market.
• Documents pass-through inefficiency.
• Makes policy recommendations.

• Micro data is important for macro decisions!
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